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SECTION 'A'

 (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.) 

NOTE: (i) This section consists of 20 part questions and all are to be answered. Each question 
carries one mark. 

(ii) Do not copy down the part questions in your answer script. Write only the answer in full 
against the proper number of the question and its part. 

(iii) The code number of your question paper is to be written in bold letters in beginning of the 
answer script. 

I. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options: 

i). Russell argues that communism is the most modern and virulent form of western: 

* Terrorism

* Nationalism

* Imperialism

* Capitalism

ii). Act Ill of the Silver Box contains a great deal of: 

* Truth 

* Criticism

* Appreciation 

* Violence 

iii). ‘and now a bubble burst and now a world' the verse was composed by: 

* Arthur Hugh Clough 

* John Milton 

* John Keats 

* Alexander P0FM 

iv). The Devoted Friend is narrated by: 

* The linnet



* The water rat 

* Duck 

* The Miller 

v). In the eyes of Thomas Campion, man's life is a: 

* Child’s play 

* Holy journey 

* Voyage

* Recreational trip 

vi). If hopes were dupes, fears may be: 

* Liam 

* Rumors 

* anguish 

* Annoyance 

vii) The secret of Samson's strength was revealed by his: 

* Sister-in-law 

* Friend 

* Brother 

viii) The most dangerous of the Black Michael’s six is: 

* Rupert of Hantzau    * De- Gautet 

* Krafstein                    * Lauengram 

ix) Ruritania is: 

* In Russia 

* In Belgium 

* De-Gautet 

* Lauengram 

* In U.S.A 

* An imaginary country  

x) Rassendyll says to Micheal 'I was playing with a Mongrel dog'. It means: 



* Bulldog 

* Barking dog  

* Biting dog 

* Dog of mixed breed

xi) 'God save the king' was whispered by:

* Fritz                         * Sapt

* Rassendyll               * Flavia

xii) The book ‘Past and Present’ was written by:

* Bertrand Russell     * Carlyle

* Anthony Hope        * James Thurpuer 

xiii) ‘To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths of all the western stars, until I die‘, is the wish of:

* Ulysses                          * John Milton

* William Wordsworth    * Shakespeare

xiv) The song of “Solitary Reaper" is compared to the song of:

* Nightingale and sparrow     * cuckoo and peacock

* Nightingale and cuckoo      * cuckoo and owl

xv) By Wise saws', the poet means the words of:

* Wisdom     * shrewdness

* Pretense     * love

xvi) Liaquat Ali Khan assassinated in:

* Lahore        * Rawalpindi!

* Peshawar    * Quetta

xvii) ‘Twenty Minutes with Mrs Oakentubb' is an effective piece of:

* Manuscript    * melancholy

* Novel            * melodrama

xviii) The most sinister application of scientific technique is in regard to:

* Domestic strife      * Cause of dispute

* Weapons of war     * war



xix) Dr. Mallory mistook the swishing of:

* Skates           * the slippers

* The stocks    * joggers

xx) The Seven Ages of Man is actually a:

* Story        * song

* Speech     * drama

SECTION ‘B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Attempt Ten part-questions of this section, taking at least two part questions from each 
sub-section. Answer should not exceed six sentences. All questions carry equal marks.

Sub-section I (Intermediate English Book-II)

2.i) What is Bertrand Russell's advice to the countries of Asia?

ii) Why did the gentleman kill Mrs.Judy Oakentubb’?

iii) Why does the play Act Ill of the Silver Box leave us in a feeling of injustice?

iv) What is Einstein's attitude to property, outward success and luxury?

Sub-section II (Selections from English Verse: Part-II)

v) What characteristics does the poet associate with fourth and fifth stage of man?

vi) How does an upright man consider this world?

vii) How did Samson take revenge upon his enemies?

viii) What is the theme of the poem 'Say not the Struggle Naught Availeth'?

Sub-section III (The Prisoner of Zenda)

ix) How and where do the two Rudolfs meet first time?

x) State three qualities of Rudolf Ressendyll?

xi) Describe the 'Tea Table Incidence'?

OR

Throw light on three dominating characteristics of Princess Flavia.

xii) Why does lady Mauban write letter to Ressendyll?



Sub-section IV (Grammar)

xiii) Use any Three of the following phrasal verbs in sentences:

To look after; to take into; bring up; take after; to make the most of; to stand by

xiv) Use any Three of the following pairs of words in your sentences:

(a) Access, excess           (b) beat, beet

(c) Berth, birth                (d) bridal, bridle

(e) Corporal, corporeal   (f) eligible, illegible

xv) Write the textual meanings of any Five of the following words or phrases:

Vengeance; frightful; bitter; a brief sojourn; black streams of People; unfriendly; delightful; 
antagonist; man of strength

OR

Make verbs from the following words:

Advice; slave; danger; gulf; bitter

SECTION 'C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Attempt any three questions from this section.

All questions carry equal marks.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following topics:

(i) Importance of Social Media

(ii) Energy Crises in Pakistan

(iii) P.S.L Final - 2017

4. Change the narration:

i) She said to her brother, ' What you have described is interesting'.

ii) The teacher said, “The sun rises in the east'.

iii) She said, 'Oh! I have lost all my money.’

iv) She said, ' What a strange story it is! ‘

v) He said to his servant, ‘Don't stand here doing nothing'.

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:



There are some things, which though in many ways regrettable it is necessary to accept as 
condition of survival in modern world. The most important of these is the growth of 
Industrialization. The power of England in the early Nineteenth century was based upon a virtual
monopoly of machine production, and the power of Russia and the United States in the present 
day is due to their supremacy in this respect. It is useless to talk against mechanization, because 
it is the source of power and because who leg behind have difficulty in preserving independence.

(i) What are the things on which the supremacy of the west is based?

(ii) Why does the author consider it useless to talk again industrialization?

(iii) Give the meaning of underlined words.

(iv) Identify the part of speech of the following words:

* Many           * necessary       * who
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) The story of ‘The Devoted Friend' was narrated by:

* Linnet It       * Water rat       * Duck      * None of these

ii) An upright man‘s only wealth is:

* His well spent age        * His success in this world

* His property                  * His loss

iii) ‘The Seven Ages of Man is' a speech uttered by Jacques at:

* The royal court          * the king's palace

* The public market     * the Forest of Arden v’

iv) The name of Samson’s wife was:

* Josephine      * Delilah

* Juliet             * Cleopatra

v) The most important condition of survival in the modern world is:

* Socialism       * Communism



* Industrialism    * Imperialism

vi) Maranon is the name of a:

* Parlor         * Club

* Hotel          * restaurant 

vii) The dead body of Hans was brought back to the cottage by the:

* Doctor        * Miller           * Goatherds       * Relatives

viii) Samson and Milton both were:

* Poets      * Reformers

* Blind      * Doctors

ix) 'I saw her singing at her work'. Here 'I' means:

* Coleridge     * Milton 

* Pope             * Wordsworth

x) The line 'Tis not too late to seek a newer world' has been extracted from:

* Endymion   * the Solitary Reaper

* Ulysses       * an Essay on Man 

xi) When Samson was brought to entertain the Philistines, he was patient but:

* Angry     * Happy       * Furious      * Undaunted

xii) In the poem ‘An Essay on man‘, the poet considers this to be a great teacher:

* Death     * Pain      * Pleasure      * Birth

xiii) Fritz von Tarlenheim was in love with:

* Countess Helga             * Princess Flavia

* Lady Rose Burlesdon   * Madam de Mauban

xiv) The Prisoner of Zenda in the novel is:

* Col Sapt                       * Rudolf Elghbem

* Rudolf Rassendyll       * Black Michael

xv) Marshal Strakencz was the:

* Commander-in-Chief       * Chancellor 

* Captain                             * Chief of Ruritania



xvi) Liaquat All Khan was of the view that discovery of Asia had not yet been:

* Started      * Programmed

* Done        * Accomplished 

xvii) To win the bet, Mrs. Judy Oakentubb drove her car at the speed of:

* Twenty miles an hour         * Thirty miles an hour

* Thirty five miles an hour    * Fifty miles an hour

xviii) The Relieving Officer found two little girls crying outside:

* A shop                  * A park

* A public house     * A building

xix) Einstein considered war a:

* Strong thing                             * Necessity

* A mean contemptible thing     * Loss 

xx) The political ideal of Albert Einstein is:

* Kingship        * Autocracy      * Feudalism     * democracy

SECTION ‘B’

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (Marks: 50) 

NOTE: Answer any ten part questions from this Section.

2.i) Describe the incident of me attack on Summer House.

ii) Who did kill Black Michael and why?

iii) Why did the man kill Mrs Oakentubb?

iv) What is real freedom, as explained by Liaquat Ali Khan?

w) Describe the numerous incident of Dr. Mallory in 'The Day the Dam Broke'.

vi) What justification did the Miller ive for not visiting Hans in winter?

vii) Describe the last stage of life as described by William Shakespeare in his poem 'The Seven, 
Ages of Man‘.

viii) What are the distinct qualities of Thomas Campion's man of life up flight?

Ix) How does William Wordsworth compare the song of the solitary reaper with the songs of the 
musical birds?

x) Use any five of the following idioms in sentences of your own: 



With open arms; to pick holes in; by leaps and bounds; to cry over spilt milk; black sheep; dark 
horse; to turn over a new leaf; to break the ice; to catch red-handed.

xi) Change the narration:

a) The coinmander said to the soldiers, 'March on'.

b) , Arshad sald'to his friend, 'Can you show me the way to the nearest mosque?‘

c) The mother said to me, “Don't go out in the sun‘

d) He said to the students, 'You will take a test tomorrow'.

e) She said to me, 'l do not like pizza'.

xii) What were the circumstances that led "Rassendyll to impersonate the king?

xlll) What are Einstein's views about democracy?

xiv) Why was Hans unable to look after his garden?

xv) Who was Samson? How was he captuer by the Phllistines?

SECTION 'C

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following:

(i) PSL cricket tournament    (ii) Problems of Karachi

(iii) Islam: The religion of peace and tolerance

(iv) Social media - its impact on society

4. Write a character sketch of Princess Flavia OR Madam de Mauban.

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

Crops also need water. We have to make sure that they do not have too little or too much water. 
To control the amount of water that they get, we irrigate land. By irrigation, we can water the 
thirsty plants excessively. We can also control flood waters by irrigation systems. To save water 
which comes during the rain so that we can use it during dry season, we build big reservoir  and 
dams, as well as many small tanks.

I) Why do we irrigate the land?

ii) What is the purpose of irrigation system?

iii) Why are the dams constructed?

iv) Suggest a suitable title to the passage.
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) 'The Seven Ages of Man ‘is actually a:

* Story   * Song     * speech    * drama

ii) An elegy is a poem of:

* sarcasm      * mourning     * murmuring   * irony

iii) Marie Celeste was a/an:

* Carriage    * flip    * airplane    * cart

iv) After the fall of the Roman Empire, the leadership in power and culture passed to the:

* West               * Germans

* East                * Chinese

v) Keats is of the view that there is an 'inhuman dearth ‘of:

* Lovely tales             * noble natures

* Sir strange people   * sweet dreams

vi) The most dangerous and daring of the Michael's six is:

* Fritz         * Rupert of Hentzau

* Johann     * Bersonin

vii) In the novel 'The Prisoner of Zander', Jacob's ladder was actually a:

* Tower       * ladder     * draw bridge     * pipe

viii) Sounding furrow means:

* Noisy waves     * noiseless waves

* Speedy waves   * high waves

ix) The thing that gave the gentleman courage to live was the Korean girls:

* Friendly brown eyes     * pretty face   * smile                * long black plaits



x) 'How well you talk’ ‘really i feel quite drowsy. It is just like being in church'. the speaks is:

* The Miller    * The Miller's son

* Hans             * The Miller's wife

xi) Edith Taylor was the name of James Thurber's 

 * Mother       * teacher      * aunt     * neighbor

xii) The book 'Past and Present has been written by:

* Russell     * Carlyle     * Ruskin   * Fielding

xiii) According to Bertrart Russell Europe was sunk in:

* Communism    * Barbarism      * capitalism   * socialism

xiv) The fairest thing we can experience is the:

* Incredulous * concrete    * mysterious    * abstract

xv) Mrs. Jones works at the House of:

* Mr. Snow     * Mr. Merlo     * Barth wick   * Mr. Roper

xvi) Marshal Strakenez was the:

* Commander-in-chief            * chancellor

* Chief of Ruritanian Police   * captain

xvii) Mrs. Oakentubb got the punishment she:

* Desired     * deserved      * decided      * determined

xviii) Russell argues that communism is the most modern and virulent form of western:

* Terrorism       * Imperialism   * Nationalism    * Fascism

xix) Einstein believes that every man should be respected as an individual and on man be:

* criticized     * idolized     * demoralized     * symbolized

xx) Dr. Mallory looked like:

* Robert Browning       * Tennyson

* Shelley                       * Wordsworth

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (St) Marks)

NOTE: Attempt any Ten part questions of this Section.



2.i) What were the characteristics that made Black Michael an outright villain?

ii) Describe the efforts taken by Colonal Sapt to save the Ruritanian throne.

iii) What does Fritz von Tarlenheim mean by saying “heaven does not always make the right men
kings”?

iv) What things of beauty did Keats find most inspiring?

v) What was the plan behind arranging ball? By whom was it proposed?

vi) How did Ulysses inspire his mariners to accompany him to the new adventures?

vii) What is real freedom according to Liaquat Ali Khan?

viii) What is Einstein's attitude towards war?

ix) Highlight at least three qualities of the 'Man of Life Upright‘.

x) Describe the last stage of life as described by William Shakespeare.

xi) Explain the following words of Ulysses:

Made weak by time and fate but strong in will

To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield.

xii) Why did Madame Mauban tum against Black Michael?

xiii) Why did the gentleman kill Mrs. Oakentubb?

xiv) Use any five of the following idioms in sentences:

To catch at a straw; to cry over spilt milk; to get ride of; to bury the hatchet, with flying colors; a 
bone Of contention; in black and white; by leaps and bounds.

xv) Change the Narration:

‘My boy', said my uncle, ‘be quite and listen to me. it is not like good boys to interrupt when 
their elders are speaking. Don't you think, you had better give tongue a rest. Learn manners'.

SECTION ‘C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following:

(i) Poverty Breeds Crimes

(ii) Inflation - its causes and solution

(iii) The Qualifies of a Good Citizen



(iv) Facebook Mania

4. Highlight some of the sterling qualities of Rudolf Rassendyll as a Victorian hero.

OR 'Black Michael was a clever conspirator but a coward‘. Discuss.

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

Men, who are always grumbling about their poverty. Complaining of their difficulties and 
thinking of their lot in this world as mean and poor, will never get any happiness or achieve any 
success. Howsoever, miserable our life may be, if we face it bravely and courageously and try to 
make the best of it, we shall find that after all it is not so hard as we had thought of and we may 
have our moments of happiness and joy of success. There is nothing mean or unclean until we 
make it by the wrong attitude we adopt towards it. Thus our, attitude should be positive, realistic 
and pragmatic.

(i) What kind of men will never get happiness?

(ii) How should we face we face life?

(iii) What should be our attitude?

(iv) Give a little to the passage 
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       SECTION 'A'

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given potions:

i) A ‘Ballad' is a:

* dance       * dialogue      * drama     * song

ii) The line ‘and sings a solitary song-consists of a/an:

* Metaphor           * simile

* Alliteration        * personification

iii) Ruritania is an imaginary country in:

* Russia                  * Switzerland

* Central Europe    * Belgium

iv) Marshal Strakencz was the:

* Commander in Chief            * Chief aide-de-camp of the king

* Chief of Ruritanian police    * Chancellor



v) Mrs. Oakentubb's husband was a successful:

* Teacher      * artist      * doctor     * businessman

vi) Marie Celste was a:

 * Ship     * ferry    * boat   * yacht

vii) Albert Einstein believed in:

* socialism   * communism      * democracy     * autocracy

viii) The book, 'Past and present ‘has been written by:

* Russell     * Carlyle     * Ruskin    * Fielding

ix) Madam Mauban write a letter at the command of Michael to:

* Rudolf Rassendyll     * King Rudolf

* Sapt                            * Fritz

x) Black Michael was the Duke of:

* Zenda         * Strelsau      * Tyrol    * Dresdon

xi) The word monotheist means believer in:

* One God     * many Gods     * idols      * nihilism

xii) The secret of the strength of Samson had been revealed by his:

* Sister-in-law 

* Mother-in-law

* Wife 

* Friend

xiii) The line 'Who sees with equal eye, as God of all' has been taken From:

* Ulysses                   * Endymion

* An Essay on Man   * the Solitary Reaper

xiv) 'Act - III of the Silver Box' is a criticism of:

The poor class                       * the rich class

The English legal system      * the English culture

xv) Due to jealousy of Princess Flavia, Black Michael was betrayed by:

* De Gautet       * de Mauban     * Bersonin     * Lauengram



xvi) Achilles, the Greek hero, was shot in the heel with:

* A knife           * a sword             * a dagger       * an arrow

xvii) In the novel, 'The Prisoner of Zenda', Jacob's ladder was actually a:

* Tower    * drawbridge       * ladder    * gig

xviii) Keats is of the view that there is an inhuman dearth of:

* Lovely tales       * educated people

* Sweet dreams     * noble natures

xix) The old and new portions of the castle at Zenda were connected by a:

* Moat         * drawbridge     * Jacob’s ladder  * pipe

xx) 'Hebrides' mentioned in The Solitary Reaper are:

* island    * deserts      * oceans    * mountains

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Attempt any ten part questions of this Section.

2.i) What reasons does Bertrand Russell give for his opinion that the nations of Asia will not find
it hard to keep their independence?

ii) What is the theme of the poem 'Music When Soft Voices Die'?

iii) What are the different shapes or forms of beauty that give joy according to John Keats?

iv) Who was the prisoner of Zenda? Why was he imprisoned?

v) How did Samson destroy the Philistine leaders?

vi) What was Black Michael‘s plan in case any attempt was made to rescue the King?

vii) What led the Constable to arrest and charge James as well?

viii) What moral does the poem ‘Ulysses' teach?

ix) What events led Rudolf Rassendyll to act as the King of Ruritania?

x) What is the significance of the fifth stage of man‘s life in the poem The, Seven Ages of Man'?

xi) Why and how did Antoinette de Mauban help Rudolf Rassendyll?

xii) What is real freedom according to Liaquat Ali Khan?

xiii) Why did Dr. Mallory think that the flood waters were about to engulf him in the lesson ‘The
Day the Dam Broke'?



xiv) Change into indirect speech:

(a) He said, “I shall go there tomorrow.’

(b) She said, 'What is the time?‘

xv) Use any Five idioms in your sentences so that their meanings become clear:

To take down, to bring up, to bring to light, to make out, by leaps and bounds, a burning 
question, to speak volumes; at the eleventh hour.

SECTION ‘C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following: 

(l) Importance of Social media

(ii) An Interesting Cricket Match

(iii) Facebook and Students OR Need of Muslim Unity

4. Write a character sketch of Princess Flavia OR Black Michael.

OR What role is played by Madam de Mauban in the novel ‘The Prisoner of Zenda'?

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

Housing is a very important problem. It is considered to be one of the basic needs of man. As 
everybody is not able to build a house for himself, there is always a demand for rental houses.

From the economic point of view too, it is uneconomical to build a house for one's residence that
to live in a rented house. Again, thousands of villagers have shifted to big cities for bette 
Economical opportunities and better living.

(i) Why is a house considered the basic need of man?

(ii) Why is it not economical to build one's own house?

(iii) How do the big cities attract the villagers?

(iv) Give a suitable title to the above passage.
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) The Pakistani poet, G. Allana, has written the poem:

* The Lost Star              * Samson Agonists

* The Solitary Reaper    * Endymion

ii) The scientific technique was considered by Bertrand Russell as the main weapon of the few 
western:

* Democracy    * imperialism   * autocracy    * feudalism

iii) Dr. Mallory looked like a famous English poet:

* Robert Browning     * Tennyson

* Shelley                     * Wordsworth

iv) Pakistan is a new state; or to be more exact, a new:

* power        * country         * republic       * democracy

v) The poem 'Ulysses' as been composed by:

* Keats       * Tennyson       * Milton      * Campion

vi) ‘The Devoted Friend' is based upon comcally one-sided:

* Statement   * drama    * novel    * friendship

vii) After the fall of the Roman Empire, the leadership in power am' culture passed to the:

* East            * West      * Germans     * China

viii) The ‘World As I See It' is written by:

* Oscarwilde           * Albert Einstein

* Bertrand Rusell    * Frank Arthur

ix) ‘An endless fountain of immortal drink, pouring unto us from heaven's brink,’ These lines 
have been taken from the poem:

* Ulysses        * Music when Soft Voice Die       * Endymion         * the Solitary Reaper



x) Sounding Furrows means:

* Noisy waves       * Noiseless waves

* Speedy waves     * high waves

xi) The man imprisoned in Zenda was:

* Max Holf                * Rupert of Hentzau

* Rudolf Elphberg     * Rudolf Rassendyll

xii) Mrs. Jones works at the house of:

* Mr. Snow         * Mr. Marlowe

* Mr. Jones         * Mr. Barth wick

xiii) The most sinister application of Scientific Technique is in regard to:

* Domestic appliances       * medicines

* Electronic goods             * weapons of war

 xiv) The coronation ceremony of King Rudolf Elphberg takes place in: 

* Strelsau        * Dresden        * Tyrol      * Zenda

xv) Hope springs eternal in human breast 

Man never is, but always to be blest:

Tiese lines have been taken from the poem:

* An Essay on Man       * Ulysses

* Samson Agonistes       * Man of Life Upright

xvi) Lady Burlesdon was the sister-in-law of:

* Rudolf Rassendyll      * Burlesdon

* Rudolf Elghberg         * Joseph 

xvii) Shakespeare has described the second childishness in the:

* Last stage         * second stage

* Third stage       * fourth stage

xviii) 'Samson Agonistes is a poetic:

* novel     * story     * drama    * essay

xix) An Elegy is a poem which shows the emotion of:



* joy     * courage    * anger    * sadness 

xx) ‘The Prisoner of Zenda' is rightly called a:

* drama     * romance      * short story      * melodrama

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Answer any Ten part questions of this Section.

2.i) Who is the villain of the novel 'The Prisoner of Zenda' and why?

ii) Which period was called the 'Dark Ages' by Bertrand Russell and why?

iii) What was the 'Mob Mentality' presented by James Thurber in the story ‘The Day the Dam 
Broke'?

iv) What is the message of the play 'Act Ill of the Silver Box'?

v) Make a comparison between the characters of the 'Miller and Hans‘?

vi) What is the effect of struggle in our personal life as described by Arthur Hugh Clough in his 
poem 'Say not the Struggle Naught Availeth'?

vii) What does the poet mean by this line ‘Oh Blindness to the future’ kindly given' in the poem 
‘An Essay on Man“?

viii) What is the attitude of Albert Einstein to property, outward success and luxury?

ix) What is the philosophy behind Shakespeare's poem 'The Seven Ages of Man'?

x) What do you know about Samson's supernatural powers?

OR Comment on the summer house incident in the novel 'The Prisoner of Zenda'.

xi) Why did Rupert kill his own master?

xii) Why does Bertrand Russell consider it useless to resist industrialization?

xiii) What motive does the man have for murdering Mrs. Oakentubb?

x'iv) Use any five of the following idioms in sentences:

to come across; to call a spade a spade; to give in; to be in hot waters; null and void; to turn the 
tables; to smell a rat; at a snail's pace.

xv) Change into indirect speech:

‘I am very sorry‘, answered the Miller, 'but it is my new lantern and it would be a great loss to 
me if anything happened to it‘.



SECTION ‘C’

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following:

(i) Importance of Commerce Education

(ii) Effects of 'Target Killing“ on Society

(iii) Uses and Abuses of Internet

(iv) importance of Print Media

4. Write a character sketch of Black Michael OR Col. Sapt OR Madam de Mauban.

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

My purpose is to suggest a cure for the ordinary day-to-day unhappiness from which most people
in civilized countries suffer, and which is all the more unbearable because, having no

obvious external cause, it appears inescapable. I believe this unhappiness to be very largely due 
to mistaken views of the world, mistaken ethics, mistaken habits of life, leading to destruction of 
that natural zest and appetite for possible things upon which all happiness, whether of men or 
animals ultimately depends. These are matters which lie within the power of the individual, and I
propose to suggest the changes by which his happiness, given average good fortune, may be 
achieved'.

i) Give the above passage a suitable title.

ii) Which is the problem most people in the civilized countries suffer from?

iii) What are the causes of unhappiness?

iv) What does the writer propose to suggest?

v) Why does unhappiness appear inescapable?
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SECTION ‘B’

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) 'A thing of beauty is a joy forever‘. This line is taken from the poem:

* The Solitary Reaper      * Ulysses

* Endymion                      * An Essay on Man

ii) To dethrone King Elpherg, Black Michael hired the services of the gang of:

* Three    * Four

* Five        * six

iii) The basic point of the poem 'The Man of Life Upright’s a/an:

* Luxurious life     * honest life 

* Dishonest life     * aimless life

iv) Samson was taken captive, through the treachery of his wife, by the:

* Chinese         * Tibetans

* Philistines     * Burmese

v) 'I saw her singing at her work'. Here 'I' means

* Shakespeare    * Wordsworth

* Milton             * Coleridge

vi) According to 'Ulysses', old age hath yet his honor and his:

* carelessness  * foolishness    * pity     * toi1

vii) 'The Prisoner of Zenda' is written by: 

* Tolstoy            * Sir Anthony Hope 

* Jack London   * Charles Dickens

viii) Out of the six hirelings of Black Michael, the three Ruritanians are Lauengram, Krafstein 
and...

* Detchard      * Rupert of Hentzau



* Bersonin      * De Gautet

ix) 'My Iiege' means:

* My luggage     * my lorry     * my love     * my lord

x) The old and new portions of the castle at Zenda were connected by a:

* Moat                    * drawbridge 

* Jacob‘s ladder     * pipe 

xi) The thing that gave the gentleman a courage to live was the Korean girl's:

* Friendly brown eyes     * pretty face

* Smile                            * long black plaits

xii) According to Shakespeare, at the last stage of life, man is:

* In a state of oblivion     * thin and weak

* Powerful and heavy      * witty and small

xiii) Einstein was awarded the Nobel Prize for:

* Physics            * Statistics

* Mathematics    * Astronomy

xiv) Rupert of Hentzau was mad after:

* Flavia         * Mauban       * Helga     * Rose

xv) James Thurber is one of the foremost:

* novelists    * critics     * playwrights      * humorists

xvi) 'How well you talk, really I feel quite drowsy. It is just like being in church'. The speaker is:

* The Miller               * the Miller's son

* The Miller's wife     * Hans

xvii) According to Bertrand Russell, Europe was sunk in:

* Barbarism      * capitalism

* Socialism       * communism

xviii) ‘Ulysses’ by Lord Alfred Tennyson is a/an:

* Epic                * ballad

* Blank verse     * sonnet



xix) According to Albert Einstein, the ideals which lighted him in his way have been Truth, 
Goodness and:

* Beauty   * Reality    * Honesty    * Modesty

xx) Bertram Bertrand is a poet and a/an:

* Spy         * diplomat      * journalist   * agent

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Attempt any ten part questions of this Section.

2.i) Describe the scene of the railway waiting room in ‘Twenty Minutes with Mrs. Oakentubb‘.

ii) What is Einstein's attitude towards leadership?

iii) Highlight the message conveyed in the poem, ‘Say not the Struggle Naught Availeth‘.

iv) Describe ‘Morganatic Marriage‘ with particular reference to ‘The Prisoner of Zenda'.

v) Who was Samson and how was he captured by the Philistines?

vi) What are the qualities of an upright man described by Thomas Campion?

vii) What are the two gifts given to man by God as described by Alexander Pope in his poem 
‘Lines from an Essay on Man'.

viii) Describe the last stage of a man‘s life as per view of William Shakespeare in his poem, ‘The
Seven Ages of Man‘.

ix) Why is it insular for European historians to term the centuries after the fall of the Roman 
Empire 'The Dark Ages'?

x) How long did the panic in the lesson ‘The Day the Dam Broke‘ last and how was order 
restored?

xi) What is the role of Mr. Barthwick in the play 'The Silver Box‘.

xii) Who is the ‘Fair Weather Friend‘, Hans or Miller? State with reasons.

xiii) Why is the Seventh (last) stage, the most pitiable part of man‘s life?

xiv) Change the narration:

Ali said to his younger brother, ‘Do not disturb me while I am studying.“ I said to my friend, ‘Do
not rely on others.’

xv) Use any five of the following idioms in sentences of you own:

To call off; for good; a bird‘s eye view“ a red letter day‘ to look down upon' to break the ice' to 
cry over spilt milk' to pull one‘s leg' bone of contention' to rain cats and dog



SECTION 'C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following:

(a) Expectations for Future Pakistan

(b) Use and misuse of Mobile Phones (c) Facebook Mania

4. Highlight the main features and events of the 'Coronation Ceremony in 'The Prisoner of Zenda'

OR Write a character sketch of Princess Fiavia.

OR Who deserves to be the rightful King of Ruritania, Elphberg or Rassendyll? State with 
reasons.

5 ۰ Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

Those who have a passion for climbing high, are often looked upon with astonishment. Why are 
men willing to suffer cold and hardship, and to take risk on mountains? This astonishment is 
caused probably by the difference between mountaineering and other forms of activity to which 
men give their leisure.Mountaineering is a sport not a game, There are no man made rules, as 
there are for such games as hockey, cricket, football.There are different kinds of rules which, of 
course, would be dangerous to ignore, but it is this freedom which makes mountaineering 
attractive to many people. Those who climb mountains are free to use their own methods

(i) What is the difference between sport and game?

(ii) Why are mountain climbers looked upon with astonishment?

(iii) What makes mountaineering attractive to many people?

(iv) Give a suitable title to the above passage.
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) John Keats presented the idea of:

* Charity        * beauty     * prosperity      * adversity

ii) Take after means:



* to call for      * to bring up     * to put off     * to resemble

iii) The moral of 'Say not the Struggle Naught Availeth' is:

* pessimism    * optimism     * mannerism    * feudalism

iv) 'Your conduct here has been most improper’, she said to him:

(Indirect version will be).

* She told him his conducts has been most improper.

* She told him that your conduct was most improper.

* She told to him that his conduct has been here most improper.

* She told him that his conduct there had been most improper. 

v) Bertrand Russell believes that the traditions of civilization in Asia are ancient and:

* Glorious      * precious     * curious      * mysterious

vi) According to Alexander Pope, the Ignorance of the future and hope are two great:

* blessings      * opinions    * experience   * illusions

vii) The word monotheist means believer in:

* Idols     * one God     * many gods   * materialism

viii) Edith Taylor was the name of James Thurber's:

* Mother     * teacher      * aunt            * neighbors

ix) The King and the Duke both wish to marry:

* Lady Burleson           * Princess Flavia

* Countess Helga          * Madame de Mauban

x) In William Shakespeare's view 'the world Is like a:

* Prison     * inn      * stadium * stage

xi) ‘The earth his sober inn, and quiet pilgrimage' is the last line of the poem:

* Samson Agonists                  * the Solitary Reaper

* The Man of Life Upright      * Music When Soft Voices Die

xii) Mrs. James Jones works at the house of Mr. Barth wick as:

* Nurse           * Charwoman

* Governess    * Personal Secretary



xiii) The amount of the bet that Mrs. Oakentubb made with her friends was:

* £ 5       * £2       * £ 4    * £1

xiv) ‘we cannot hold the clock back' so we must go forward at a double pace! This speech has 
been delivered by:

* The Quaid-e-Azam      * Liaquat Ali Khan 1

* Lord Mountbatten        * Maulana Shaukat Ali

xv) The hero in the novel ‘The Prisoner of Zenda' is:

* Rudolf Elphberg         * Rupert of Hentazau     * Rudolf Rassendyll    * Black Michael

xvi) The most dangerous of ‘the six‘ followers of Black Michael was:

* De Gautet      * Detchard

* Bersonin        * Rugrt of Hentazau

xvii) Jack was the son of:

* Thomas Marlowe      * James Jones

* Mr. Barth wick          * The Magistrate

xviii) The poem ‘Lines from Ulysses’  is composed by:

* Lord Tennyson     * Keats

* Shelley                 * John Milton

xix) One-sided friendship is the theme of:

* The Day the Dam Broke   * The Devoted friend I

* The World As I See It       * Act III of the Silver Box

xx) The throne of Ruritania was saved by the wisdom and loyalty of:

* Marshal       * Fritz       * Sapt       * Michael

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (St) Marks)

NOTE: Answer any Ten 'part questions of this Section.

2.i) According to Liaquat Ali Khan, what is the true meaning of freedom?

ii) Give a description of the man in the lesson 'Twenty Minutes with Mrs. Oakentubb'?

iii) Why does Dr. Mallory refuse to talk about the incident in the lesson ‘The Day the Dam 
Broke‘?



iv) What are Einstein's views about leadership?

v) What is the true source of power for a country according to Bertrand Russell?

vi) Why do we say that Hugh the Miller is a selfish friend to little Hans?

vii) Give a description of the fourth stage in a man‘s life as given in the poem, ‘The Seven Ages 
of Man'.

viii) What are the different shapes of forms of beauty that give joy according to John Keats? l.

ix) How does Rudolf Rassendyll behave as the king when he takes part in the procession before 
the coronation?

x) Compare and contrast the two women characters in the novel. The Prisoner of Zenda'.

xi) What does Ulysses mean by the following lines?

Made weak by time and fate but strong in will 

To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield.

xii) 'You are nine and twenty and you have done nothing'.

To whom does ‘Lady Rose’ state and what does she mean by the above remark?

xiii) Discuss the end of the play 'Twenty Minutes with Mrs. Oakentubb'.

xiv) Make sentences of any Five of the following idioms: 

to be in hot water; to take after; to run short of; to make up;

crocodile tears; a burning question; to be on cloud nine; to live from hand to mouth.

xv) Change the Narration:

This letter is full of mistakes“shouted the manager. "I did it in a hurry', admitted the typist.

SECTION 'C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following:

(a) Hazards of Self Medication

(b) Peace: the Road to Progress

(c) Importance of Social Networking

(d) Importance of Commerce Education

4. Write the character sketch of any One of the following:



(a) Rudolf Rassendyil          (b) Princess Fiavia

5. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

Men who are always grumbling about their poverty, complaining of their difficulties and 
thinking of their lot in this world as mean and poor, will never get any happiness or achieve any 
success. How so ever miserable our life may be, if we face it bravely and courageously and try to
make the best of it, we shall find that after all it is not so bad as we had thought and we may have
our moments of happiness and joy of success. There is nothing mean or unclean until we make it 
by the wrong attitude we adopt towards it. Thus, our attitude should be positive, realistic and

Pragmatic.

(i) What kind of men will never get happiness?

(ii) How should we face life?

(iii) What should be our attitude?

(iv) Give a title to the passage.
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) "The Seven Ages of Man" is taken from:

* King Lear      * Othello      * Hamlet    * As You Like it

ii) The name of the sister-in-Law of Rassendyll is:

* Fiavia     * Helga    * Fraulein    * Rose

iii) Samson had been taken captive by the treachery of his

* cousin     * brother       * sister    * wife

iv) In the tea table incident, Rassendyll used the table to:

* eat dinner              * write a letter

* protect himself      * play table tennis

v) "An Essay on Man” is a poem which is deeply:

* Psychological     * social    * religious     * comical



vi) “A man can do as he will, but not will as he will" has been an inspiration to:

* Einstein    * Russell     *Schopenhauer    * Galsworthy

viii) The political ideal of Albert Einstein was:

* Aristocracy     * autocracy      * plutocracy    * democracy

ix) The poem, "Lines from Endymion" is composed in:

* Blank verse      * stanza       * couplet       * elegy

ix) Achilles, the Greek hero, was shot with an arrow in the:

* Arm     * head      * leg  * heel 

x) In the novel 'The Prisoner of Zenda', Jacob's ladder was actually a:

* Ladder    * pipe      * draw bridge    * tower

xi) The Coronation Ceremonv took place on:

* Monday     * Tuesday   * Wednesday    * Thursday

xii) Madame de Mauban betrayed:

* Rassendyll   * Rudolf    * Rupert    * Black Michael 

xiii) In the lesson, ‘Act III of the Silver Box‘ Mr. Roper was Jack's:

* Friend  * police officer    * lawyer    * attendant

xiv) Black Michael was the Duke of:

* Zenda    * Paris    * Strelsau      * Dresden

xv) Liaquat Ali Khan became the first Prime Minister of Pakistan in the year A.D.:

* 1948       * 1950    * 1941           * 1949

xvi) The name of Thurber's aunt was:

* Edith Taylor      * Julie Taylor

* James Taylor    * Jimmy Taylor

xvii) According to Bertrand Russell, one of the important things for survival in the modern world
is:

* Mannerism       * imperialism

* Communism     * Industrialism

xviii) The word ‘Dupe' means:

* Forgetfulness    * Hope



* Deceit                * Remembrance

xix) The smile of the Korean girl gave the man a purpose in We which was:

* Goodness        * love            * forgiveness        * revenge

xx) 'Tomorrow is a-holiday'. The teacher said, can be narrated into indirect speech as: (pick the 
right option):

* The teacher declared that tomorrow will be a holiday.

* The teacher declared that the next day will be a holiday.

* The teacher declared that the next day was a holiday. 

* The teacher declared that the next day would be holiday.

SECTION ‘B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Attempt any Ten part questions of this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

2.i) What should Asian Countries accept from the West and what should they reject?

Ii) How did the panic start in the cinema on High Street and how was order restored?

iii) On what grounds does Einstein put the individual before the State?

iv) Why and how did Madame Mauban betray Black Michael?

v) What events led Rudolf Rassendyll to act as the King of Ruritania?

vi) What message has been conveyed in the poem, "Say not the Struggle Naught Availeth"?

vii) What moral does the poem "Ulysses" teach?

viii) What is the significance of the fifth stage of man's life in the poem "The Seven Ages of 
Man“?

ix) What motive does the man have for murdering Mr. jurdy Oakentubb?

x) Was justice done to the family of Mr. James Jones? Explain.

xi) Which act of selfishness of the Miller caused Hans to iose his life?

xii) Comment briefly on the Tea-Table incident in the novel, ‘The Prisoner of Zenda'.

xiii) What is Albert Einstein‘s attitude towards war?

xiv) Use any fi_v_e_ idioms in your own sentencs:

To look after; to turn down; to talk tail; to run after; to take after;

To take to heels; to fall flat; to get over.



xv) Change the narration of the following sentences:

The skipper said, "Alas! We have lost the match!"

He said, "Where did you stay in Sweden last year?"

SECTION ‘C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

3. Write an essay on any One of the following:

(a) Merits and Demerits of Electronic Media

(b) Saving Face - Oscar Award to Pakistan

(c) Life in a Pakistani Village

(d) Inflation: its causes and solutions

4. Write a character sketch of Rudolf Elphberg OR Duke Michael.

5. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

Modern life provides all the facilities for the upkeep of the physique, trimmed personality and 
the sharpened mind. Besides, the books and the education, there are the cinema, the T.V and the 
radio. These instruments keep you abreast of times, your mind sharp and intellect bright. Then, 
there are modern scientific beauty aids which enable you to keep a healthy and bright 
appearance. If you are not charming by God's gift, you can avail of cosmetics and other make-
ups and look smart.

ii) Give a suitable title to the passage.

(ll) What are the benefits of modern life?

(iii) How can intelligence be enhanced?

(iv) How can normal appearance be improved?
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) The first 2 stages of man's life according to Shakespeare are:

* Infant and Judge              * Schoolboy and Soldier

* Soldier and Old man        * infant and Schoolboy

ii) In 'An Essay on Man' Alexander Pope is talking about:

* War       * hope     * death        * good character

iii) ‘Music When Soft ‘Voices Die' is a:

* Ballad                      * sonnet

* Romantic poem       * song

iv) ‘A thing of beauty is a joy forever' is the opening line of:

* The Solitary Reaper      * Ulysses

* Samson Agonistes         * Endymion

v) In 'Say Not the Struggle Naught Availeth ‘the poet gives the examples of:

* Violets and roses         * the sea and the battlefield

* Sunrise and smoke      * floods and smoke

vi) The enemies of Samson were:

* The Jews              * the Christians

* The Muslims        * the Philistines

vii) Bertrand Russel is favouring:

* The East   * the West      * the Jews   * the Christians

viii) 'The Day the Dam Broke” gives us a picture of:

* War      * romance     * human nature     * childhood

ix) The speech 'Pakistan and the Modern World' was delivered by Liaquat Ali Khan in:



* Pakistan * India   * America   * England

x) The theme of the ‘Silver Box' is:

* Poverty     * exploitation      * politics     * injustice

xi) According to Einstein the best form ofgovernment is: a

* Communism.   * Monarchy

* Dictatorship      * democracy

xii) The main villain of the “Prisoner of Zenda' is:

* Rupert of Henzau    * Duke Michael

* Col. Sapt                   * Fritz

xiii) Rudolf Rassendyll was aged:

* 26    * 27      * 28     * 32

xiv) Rudolf Rassendyll belonged to:

* Germany       * England      * France     * Ruritania

xv) The next heir to the throne of Ruritania was:

* Rudolf Elphberg        * Princess Flavia

* Michael.                     * Rudolf Rassendyll

xvi) Madame de Mauban wanted to marry:

* Rupert of Hentzau       * Duke Michael 

* Detchard                      * Rudolf Rassendyll

xvii) The Jacob’s ladder was a:

* Castle     * chateau       * pipe      * moat

xvii) Fritz von Tarlenheim was the:

* King‘s cousin           * Flavia's cousin

* Rassendyll cousin    * King‘s attendant

xix) This line ‘Heaven doesn't always make the right men kings' is said by:

* Fritz          * Flavia       * Mauban    * sapt 

xx) 'It was raining yesterday’can be reported as:

* It was raining the day before.



* It was raining the previous day.

* It had been raining the previous day.

* Was it raining yesterday.

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Answer any ten part questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

2.i) What does Samson plan to do while performing for the Philistine leaders?

ii) What does Pope say about death in ‘An Essay on Man'?

iii) Who was the Solitary Reaper and what was she doing in the cultivation field?

iv) Give the list of things that Keats finds beautiful in 'Endymion‘.

v) Give the message and examples given in 'Say Not the Struggle Naught Availeth'.

vi) Why was Mrs. Oakentubb sentenced to 18 months imprisonment?

vii) What advice does Russell give to the Eastern countries about modern technology?

viii) According to Liaquat Ali Khan, what were the differences between the Hindus and the 
Muslims of India?

ix) What crime had Jones committed in. the ‘Silver Box‘?

x) Where and how did the rumour spread about the broker dam?

xi) Which are Einstein's ideals and which are not?

xii) Give a sketch of Hans, the gardener?

xiii) How does Col.Sapt convince Rudolf Rassendyll to play throw of the king for the coronation
ceremony?

xiv) Why does Madame de Mauban help Rudolf Rassendyll?

xv) Make sentences with 5 of the following idioms:

Pros and cons; in black and white; bosom friend; at large up 

and downs; a dog‘s life; win laurels; look alter

SECTION 'C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section. All qm.5tions carry equal marks.

3. Write an essay on any one of the following topics:



(a) Match fixing

(b) The City of Karachi

(c) Necessity of Computers

4. Write the character sketch of any one of the following:

(a) Colonel Sapt

(b) The Duke of Streisau

5. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

lt has been known for many years that restrictions of diet without reducing the intake of vitamins
and minerals results in the slowing do‘wn of the ageing process and lengthens life spans. This 
was shown to be true for monkeys, rats, fish and even of microorganisms such as fungi. The diet 
restriction can potentially result in reduction of age-related diseases including Alzheimer‘s and 
Parkinson's, leading to healthier, longer lives.

(i) What can slow down the ageing process?

(ii) Which animals were used for experimentation?

(iii) Name some age related diseases.

(iv) Givsa suitable tide for this passage.
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SECTION A

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given Options:

i) Mrs. Judy Oakentubb was driving criminally fast because she was:

* shocked    * drunk      * sick     * sleepy-

ii) According to Bertand Rusell, one of the imminent things for survival in the modern world:

* Communism       * Imperialism

* lndustriailsrn      * Mannerism

iii) In the sixth stage lithe poem 'The Seven Ages of Man“, a person becomes: 

* Healthy      * Victorians      * Powerful       * Weak 

iv) Samson had been taken captive box the treachery of his:



* wife       * sister      * brother " ”k father

v) “An Essay on Man' is a poem which is deeply):

* Religious          * Political      * Social    * Tragic

vi) The Solitary Reaper is written by:

* William Shakespeare         * P.B. Shelly-

* William Wordsworth         * John Keats

vii) “The word 'Dupes’ means:

* Hope     * Forgetfulness

* Deceit   * Remembrance

viii) 'A Thing of Beauty is a joy forever' is the opening line of the poem:

* Solitary Reaper        * Endymion

* An Essay on man     * Ulysses

xi) The capital city of Ruritania is:

* Zenda    * Tyrol        * Strelsan     * Dresden

xii) There was a close resemblance between Rassendyll and:

* Colonel Sapt       * Fritz

* Johan                  * Rudolf Elphberg

xiii) In the summer house for his defence Rassendyll used a:

* Chair             * Tea-Table

* Sword           * Pistol

xiv) Black Michael was killed by:

* Colonel Sapt      * Rupert

* Rassendyll         * Mauban

xv) For the sake of the country, Princess Flavia sacrifices her:

* Love      * Wealth     * Parents    * Life

xvi) Mauban wrote a letter to Rassendyll on the order of:

* Rupert      * Flavia     * Black Michael    * Fritz

xvii) The renowned philosopher, Schopenhauer was a/an:



* Chinese * Russian    * German   * American

xviii) An honorary degree was conferred upon Liaquat Ali Khan by:

* Oxford University   * Cambridge University

* Kansas University   * Karachi University

xix) On hearing the news of the broken dam, people left their work and ran towards the:

* West      * North       * South     * East

xx) Asma said to Asim, 'will you help me?’ (Tick the correct narration):

* Asma asked Asim if he will help her.

* Asma asked Asim she would help him.

* Asma asked Asim if he help her.

* Asma asked Asim if be would help her.

SECTION 'B‘

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Answer any Ten part questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

2.i) Why did the gentleman kill Mrs. Oakentubb?

ii) Why does Bertrand Rusel consider it useless to resist industrialization?

iii) What are Bertrand Russell's desires and hopes for the Asian countries?

iv) Describe the sixth stage of man's life with reference to the poem The Seven Ages of Man'.

v) The blindness of the future is a blessing of God or a curse? Explain with reference to the poem
‘An Essay on Man'.

vi) Describe how Ulysses inspires his sailors to embark on a new adventure.

vii) Madam de Mauban played a magnificent role in the novel 'The Prisoner of Zenda'. 
Comment.

viii) Was Justice done to the family of Mr. James Jones? Explain.

ix) What are the three examples that the poet gives in 'Say Naught the Struggle not Availeth'?

x) Do you consider Rudolf Elphberg the best king of ‘Ruritania? Justify your answer with 
reasons.

xi) What real meaning of freedom for the common man does Liaquat Ali Khan'state?

xii) What does Einstein appear to regard as the most precious element in human experience? 
Elucidate.



xiii) Which act of selfishness of the Miller caused Hans to lose his life?

xiv) 'Say I am Christian or say I am Jealous. My God! shall I see him marry her?‘ Discuss the 
above statement with reference to the novel 'The Prisoner of Zenda?

xv) Match the idioms of Column 'A' with their meanings in Column B'. Use any Two of these in 
your sentences:

                Column 'A'                                                                                 Column 'B‘ 

              To fall flat                                                                            A very short distance

              At a stone‘s throw                                                                An unhappy living

              To lead a dog's life                                                               To fail completely

SECTION 'C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section.

3. Write a character sketch of Black Michael.

OR How did the people react when they heard the rumor of the broken dam? Discuss.

4. Write an essay on any One of the following:

a) Merits and Demerits of Internet.

b) Terrorism

c) The Cricket World Cup 2011.

5. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

It is the height of the selfishness of men, who fully appreciate in their own case the advantage of 
a good education to deny these advantages to women. There is no valid argument by which the 
exclusion of women from the privileges of education can be defended. It is argued that women 
have their domestic duties to perform and that if they were educated, they would bur themselves 
in their books, and have little time for attending to the management of their household. On the 
contrary, education involves knowledge of the means by which health may be improved, and 
which enable a mother to consult such modern books that will tell her how to rear up her children
into healthy men and women and skillfully help them when a disease attacks her household.

i) Are men justified in denying education to women?

ii) What argument do men put forward to justify their stand?

iii) What is the attitude of the author regarding the education of women?

iv) Give a suitable heading to the above passage.
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) ‘Cosmopolitanism' means:

* Chauvinism            * Internationalism

* Freedom                 * Selfishness

ii) The Miller refused to give Hans his:

* Wheel-barrow      * Sack of flour

* Plank of Wood     * Lantern

iii) Einstein considered “Property, outward success and Luxury' as a thing which is:

* Contemptible    * Strange

* Fantastic            * Fascinating

iv) Asia contains half of the population of the world and very distinct civilizations which are at 
least:

* Two    * Five     * Three       * Four

v) 'Heaven doesn’t always make the right men king“! is said by:

* Fritz                   * Colonel Sapt

* De Mauban       * Princess Flavia

vi) The poem ‘Music when Soft voices Die' is written by:

* Alfred Tenyson             * John Keats

* Thomas Campion         * Percy Bysshe Shelley

vii) In the poem 'Lines from an Essay on Man', this is considered as a great teacher:

* Book of Fate   * God   * Death   * Heaven

viii) ‘Upright' man considers 'Farth' as his:

* Heavenly thing    * Property

* Home                   * Inn



ix) She said to me, ‘Are you a student"?

(Choose the correct indirect speech):

* She requested me that I was a student.

* She ordered me whether I was a student.

* She said to me that I am a student.

* She asked me if I was a student.

x) In 'Seven Ages of Man', justice is this stage of man's life:

* 3rd    * 4th   * 5th    * 6th

xi) 'Twenty Minutes with Mrs. Judy Oakentubb‘is a story of:

* Revenge     * Murder     * Humor  * Cruelty

xii) Black Michael was killed by:

* Johann                       * Rupert

* Rudolf Rassendyll     * Bersonin

xiii) According to the Miller, real friends should have everything in:

* Garden     * Separation    * Common    * Purse

xiv) Samson Agonistes was taken captive by the:

* Israelis   * Philistines    * Russians   * Americans

xv) Keats is of the view that there is an ‘inhuman dearth' of: A

* Strange people    * Lovely tale

* Noble natures      * Sweet dreams

xvi) After the fall of the Roman Empire, the leadership in power and culture passed to the:

* West      * Germans    * East      * Chinese

xvei) All the panic in 'the Day the Dam Broke' occurred on this side of Ohio town:

* East      * West   * South  * North

xviii) A free people must first maintain their own:

* Chauvinism     * Ignorance

* Freedom          * Egoism

xix) In the poem 'The Solitary Reaper', William Wordsworth compared the singing of the girl 
with that of a/an:



* Eagle           * Nightingale

* Sparrow       * Hawk

xx) Mrs. Jones works at the house of:

* Mr. Marlowe    * Mr. Barthwick

* Mr. Snow         * Mr. James Jones

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Answer any ten part questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

2.i) Explain the importance of the label on Mrs. Judy Oakentubb‘s suitcase.

ii) What in the author's opinion, should Asian countries accept from the West and what they 
should reject?

iii) Briefly describe, in your own words, the character of Campion‘s upright man.

iv) 'lgnorance of the future and hope are two great blessings‘. Explain with refrence to the poem, 
'An Essay on Man“.

v) What picture has John Galsworthy presented in ‘The Act Third of the Silver Box“?

vi) Describe briefly how Ulysses inspires his sailors to start the last voyage of his life.

vii) Briefly state the reasons given by Liaquat Ali Khan for the Muslims‘ desire not to continue 
living in undivided India.

viii) How did Thurber’s mother cope with the situation in 'The Day the Dam Broke"?

ix) Give a brief description of the loyalty and wisdom of Colonel Sapt

x) 'Say not the Struggle Naught Availeth' is a poem which reflects hope.

xi) What is Einstein's attitude to leadership.

xii) Explain these lines in your own words:

The music in my heart I bore "

Long after it was heard no more'

xiii) Why does Madam de Mauban not cooperate with Black Michael against Rudolf Rassendyll?

xiv) Use any Five of the following idioms in sentences:

to burry the hatchet; to be a wet blanket; to keep it dark; to face the music; to smell a rat; by 
leaps and bounds; to look into; to give in;

xv) Change the following into indirect speech:



The traveller said, ‘Can you tell me the way to the nearest inn?

yes“, said the peasant. ‘Do you want one in which you can spend the night?‘ ‘No' replied the 
traveler, 'I only want a meal'.

SECTION ‘C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer all questions from this Section.

3. Princess Flavia is a reflection of virtue and goodness'. Discuss.

OR Write a character-sketch of Rudolf Rassendyll.

4. Write a short essay on any One of the following topics:

i) The Cricket World Cup Semifinal 2011

iii) Peace and Happiness as a Goal of Life

iii) Rising Inflation

iv) Load-shedding of Electricity in Karachi

5. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:

Advertising can be a service to the customer. This is true when advertisements give reliable 
information about the goods advertised. Such information is needed if the customer is to

make sensible choice when he buys. It is useful in the way that it lets him know of the kind of 
goods in the shops. Printed advertisements do this job best. Customers can collect them

and compare them. It is much harder to do this with T.V. or radio. Some advertisements are not 
very useful to the customers. Instead of helping him to satisfy his real needs, they set out to 
create a need. The people who produce them understand our weaknesses. The mislead customers 
by using part of the truth to suggest something false. So we should be on guard, it is our money 
they're after.

i) What is an Advertisement?

ii) Why is printed media much better than T.V. or radio?

iii) How do some advertisements succeed in creating a need?

iv) Suggest a suitable title to the above passage?
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SECTION 'A'

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) - (M.C.Qs.)

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options:

i) A thing of beauty is a joy forever, it sill never pass into:

* Nothingness    * hopelessness

* helplessness    * restlessness

ii) In his little melodrama Frank Arthur makes the character of porter:

* suspicious       * humorous       * adventurous    * sumptuous

iii) The fourth stage of human life told by Jean Jacques is of a:

* lover      * soldier        * teacher    * passenger

iv) The panic lasted not 'more than two hours in all and order was restored by:

* Firemen           * policemen

* Businessmen   * militiamen

v) Russell argues that Communism is the most modern and most virulent form of Western:

* Terrorism           * Imperialism

* Nationalism       * Fascism

vi) Shakespeare compares the last stage of human life to second childishness and mere:

* Vision        * confusion      * illusion     * oblivion

vii) Sir Jacob has to have an embassy in six months and Robert is sure that he will take his 
brother as a/an:

* Translator           * Oath Commissioner

* Attaché              * reporter 

viii) To make both ends meet means to be:

* Poor       * Virtuous       * Famous    * Victorious

ix) Mrs. Oakentubb got the punishment she:

* desired      * deserved        * decided     * determined



x) 'Silver Box' is a play about:

* Social justice     * Chief Justice

* Injustice            * Political justice

xi) If hopes were dupes, fears may be: 

* Liars        * Nightmares      * Pleasures    * Treasures

xii) By far the most dangerous and daring of the 'Six' is:

* Fritz            * Rupert of Hentzau 

* Johann        * Bersonin

xiii) Einstein believes that every man should be respected as an individual and no man:

* Criticized      * Idolized      * Demoralized       * Symbolized 

xiv) Samson and Milton both are:

* Warriors     * blind     * wrestlers    * reformers

xv) Every good story teller nowadays starts with the end, and goes on to the beginning and 
concluded with the:

* Moral      * Middle      * Message      * Proverb

xvi) The teacher said, "When will your mother come to see me?"

(Change the form):

* The teacher asked if my mother would come to see him.

* The teacher asked when my mother will go to see me.

* The teacher said that when my mother would come to so me.

* The teacher asked when my mother would go to see him.

xvii) The Man of Life Upright prefers:

* Property      * vanity        * dishonesty    * nobility

xviii) To a man of spirit my dear Rose, 'Opportunities' are:

* Duties         * Activities      * Possibilities    * Priorities

xix) With open arms means:

* directly        * warmly         * wisely          * carelessly

xx) Cousin of the king and immediate heir to Throne of Ruritania was:

* Countess Helga        * Princess Flavia



* Lady Burlesdon       * Madame Mauban

SECTION 'B'

(SHORT - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (50 Marks)

NOTE: Answer any Ten part questions from this Section.

2.i) Do you agree that Miller was a fair-weather friend?

ii) What are three examples that the poet give in 'Say Not the Struggle Naught Availeth'?

iii) Princess Flavia is an ideal heroine and the symbol of love, beauty and nobility.

iv) How is traditional culture threatened in an age dominated by science and machinery?

v) Compare and contrast the characters of Rudolf Elphberg and Black Michael.

vi) What led the constable to arrest and charge James Jones as well as Jane Jones?

vii) What has inspired Wordsworth to compose the poem, 'The Solitary Reaper'?

viii) Whom do you consider the most lovabie and sympathetic character in the novel, 'The 
Prisoner of Zenda'? Give reasons. 

ix) What message do we get from the poem, 'Lines from an Essay on Man‘?

x) Why did the meeting with the Korean girl give him the purpose to live in 'Twenty Minutes 
with Mrs. Oakentubb‘?

xi) What does the poet Shelly mean by the given lines? Explain in your own words:

And so they thoughts,

When thou art gone,

Love itself shall slumber on.

xii) According to Liaquat Ali Khan what are the two main duties of the western world for the 
progress and maintenance of world peace today?

xiii) Write the selflessness and self-sacrifice of Rudolf Rassendyll.

xiv) Change the following into indirect narration:

It is not a very big plank", said the Miller, looking at it, and I am afraid that after I have mended 
my barn-roof there won't be any left for you to mend the wheelbarrow with but of course, that is

Not my fault."

xv) Match any three idioms of Column 'A' with their meanings inColumn '8' and Use them 
idioms in your sentences:

Column 'A'                                                        Column 'B'



i) To take after                                                                            a) ill feeling

ii) to fall flat                                                                               b) sudden unexpected happening

iii) A bolt from the blue                                                              c) all powerful

iv) All in ball                                                                              d) to fail completely

v) Bad blood                                                                                               e) to support

vi) To stand by                                                                            f) to resemble

SECTION 'C'

(DETAILED - ANSWER QUESTIONS) (30 Marks)

NOTE: Answer any Three questions from this Section. All questions carry equal marks.

3. Elaborate the personality of Albert Einstein as revealed in, 'The World As I see lt.’

OR What moral lesson do we get from the poem, 'The Man of Life Upright"?

4. Who played the role of the prisoner in the novel and how was he rescued?

OR Black Michael was a clever conspirator but a coward. Discuss.

5. Write an essay on any One of the following:

3) Importance of Dams

b) Terrorism

c) Privatization - a Blessing or a Menace

d) Contribution of our Youth to achieve the Ideals of Modern Pakistan.

6. Education brings a number of benefits to society. Educated people can easily understand their 
rights and duties in society, and can act for the good of others and of themselves. For example, a 
well educated person will not like to break a rule of  traffic while driving his vehicle. He will 
realize that if he breaks  the rule, others looking at him would also like to break it, and it might 
result in dangerous accidents. Educated persons can follow the programmers of political parties 
in general elections and can vote wisely and properly. They cannot easily be deceived by clever 
politicians at all. Thus they can elect the most suitable candidates for their assemblies Educated 
people are better workers than uneducated persons in factories, forms and fisheries. They can 
learn easily how to operate new machines according to new methods.

a) How do educated people act?

b) Does education help to achieve political awareness?

c) What is the main difference between educated and uneducated workers?

d) Are educated people better than uneducated people?



e) Give suitable title to the above passage.
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NOTE: Attempt all questions.

1. Explain with reference to the context any One of the following:

a) My political ideal is that of democracy. Let every man be respected as an individual and no 
man idolized?

b) No I beg for my death! Kill me! Blot out that picture whichis always before my eyes and 
which i cannot endure?

2. Describe the one-sided friendship between Hans and the Miller.

OR The Silver Box is a play about justice dealing differently with both, the rich and the poor. 
Elaborate.

3. Explain with reference to the context any ONE of the following:

i) Heaven from all creatures hides the book of Fate, All but the page prescribed, their present 
state.

ii) A thing of beauty Is a joy for ever:

its loveliness increases; it will never

Pass into nothingness.

4. Describe 'The Seven Ages of Man'. (07)

OR How did SamsonAgonlstes show his strength in 'Lines from Samson Agonistes'?

5. Attempt any One of the following: (15)

i) Compare the two-Rudolf’s.

ii) Describe the Tea-Table incident in the novel 'The Prisoner of Zenda‘.

6. Change the following into indirect narration: (15)

She said to me, 'Can I do anything for you, sir?

No, thank you,’ I replied.

Answer: She inquired if she could do anything for me.

OR She asked me if she could do anything for me.

Answer: l replied with thanks in negation.



7. Use any Five of the following idiomatic phrases in your sentences: _ (10)

To break down; through thick and thin to look down upon; to Give up; to put up with; to turn 
down; let down; in black and White; to come across; a red letter day.

8. write an essay on any One of the following: (20)

i) High Prices of items of Daily Use

ii) Role of Media in our Life

iii) A Memorable Cricket Match

iv) Role of Women in our Society

9. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below:

Wealth has a glamour for all in the modern days. All our energies and brains are directed towards
material advancement. Nature in all her magnificence may be around us, but we do not

care for her. Our eyes, our hearts, our brains, our feelings and our passions are engrossed in 
hoarding glittering coins and not I appreciating the gorgeous and beauteous aspects of nature. 

A:sordid boom - a sorry and ignoble bargain - the giving away ofthe eternal in us for the 
transitory, the divine for the merely  gross and earthly. We no longer feel that. Nature is the 
anchor of our purest thoughts, the nurse, the guide, the guardian of our 1 hearts and the soul of 
our moral being. If we give up our materialistic attitude and utilitarian outlook and turn to Nature

we find and feel that we have intimate relation with Nature. It is an undeniable fact that we can 
bypass Nature but we can‘t escape the influence of Nature.

i) Why do we fail to appreciate Nature? (03) 

ii) What is our relation with Nature? (03)

iii) Give the meanings of the underlined words and phrases. (03)

iv) Nature is our guide as she leads us to the right path and prevents us from going astray. (Write 
True or False). (03)

v) Choose a suitable title for the passage. (03)
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NOTE: Attempt all questions.

1. Explain with reference to the context any One of the following:

a) My political ideal is that of democracy. Let every man be respected as an individual and no 
man idolized.

b) All the time, the sun shone quietly and there was nowhere any sign of oncoming waters.

2. On what grounds does Liaquat Ali Khan justify the demand for Pakistan in his speech? (10) 

OR Prove that Hugh, the miller, was a fair weather friend in the I lesson "The Devoted Friend".

3. Explain with reference to the context any One of the following: 

i) And such too is the grandeur of the dooms We have imagined for the mighty dead.

ii) Hope springs eternal in the human breast Man never Is but always To be blest. 

4. Answer any One of the following: (07)

a) Describe the death and sacrifice of Samson Agonistes.

b) Do you agree that Ulysses 'symbolises the human spirit at its bravest and strongest"?

c) What was the incident that led Wordsworth to write 'The Solitary Reaper"?

5. Answer briefly any Three of the following: (15)

a) Whom do you consider the real prisoner of Zenda?

b) Why and how did Madame de Mauban help Rudolf Rassendyll?

c) Princess Flavia has sacrificed her love by marrying the king. Discuss.

d) Rupert of Hentzau is daring, dangerous, disloyal and devilish of the 'six' in the novel. 
Comment.

Describe the wise and patriotic efforts of Colonel Sapt to save Ruritania's throne.

6. Change the following into indirect speech: (05) 

Let me tell you a story on the subject,‘ said the Linnet. Is the story about me? asked the Water-
rat, 'I will listen to it, for i am extremely found of fiction'. It is applicable to you,‘ answered the 
Linnet.

Answer: The Linnet offered to tell a story to the water rat on the subject. The water rat inquired if
the story was about him, he also told the Linnet that he was extremely fond of fiction so he



was willing to listen to the story. The Linnet replied that the. story was pertinent to the water rat.

7. Use any Five of the following idiomatic phrases in your sentences: (10)

in camera; to read between the lines; hard and fast; a bosom friend; to die in harness; to keep 
body and soul together; to make a mess of; fool's paradise; an uphill task; null and void.

8. Write an essay on any One of the following: (20)

a) Importance of Commerce

b) A sensational Cricket Match

c) Islamic Banking

d) My Favorite Season of the year

9. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below:

Courage is the trait that enables a person to do what he is afraid to do in spit of his fear. Fear is 
something that enables a person to keep himself away from doing things which will harm him. 
Nature gave us fear to protect us from danger .It is no disgrace for one to be afraid, for all of us 
are afraid of something or other. The coward is the person who lets his fear master him. The 
brave man does what he ought to do. If you would make the most of yourself, then, you must 
have courage. This means that you must be able to act bravely even though you tremble whim 
doing a thing. Doing a thing which you are afraid to do often helps you to overcome your fear If 
you fear other people, you may overcome the fear by bravely facing them. Courageous persons 
overcome senseless fears.

i) 'That is meant by courage?

ii) why has nature given us fear and how can it be overcome?

iii) What would you do if you want to make the most of yourself?

iv) Sugg est a suitable title for the above passage. (4+4+4+3).

°°°°°


